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Abstract— This paper studies a variant of the multi-player
reach-avoid game played between intruders and defenders with
applications to perimeter defense. The intruder team tries to
score by sending as many intruders as possible to the target
area, while the defender team tries to minimize this score by
intercepting them. Finding the optimal strategies of the game
is challenging due to the high dimensionality of the joint state
space, and the existing works have proposed approximation
methods to reduce the design of the defense strategy into as-
signment problems. However they suffer from either suboptimal
defender performance or computational complexity. Based on
a novel decomposition method, this paper proposes a scalable
(polynomial-time) assignment algorithm that accommodates
cooperative behaviors and outperforms the existing defense
strategies. For a certain class of initial configurations, we derive
the exact score by showing that the lower bound provided by
the intruder team matches the upper bound provided by the
defender team, which also proves the optimality of the team
strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surveillance of perimeters and securing perimeters are im-
portant tasks in civilian and military defense applications. It
has become practical to deploy large number of autonomous
agents to address these problems using multi-robot systems.
Approaches to counter intrusions by unmanned vehicles
have been studied including detection and tracking mech-
anisms [1], patrolling (scheduling) scheme to visit points
on the perimeter [2], and GPS spoofing to manipulate the
behavior of the agents [3].
Scenarios with evasive targets who need to be detected,
intercepted, or surrounded by other robots are often formu-
lated as pursuit-evasion games. The two-player version of
these games (one evader vs. one pursuer) may be formulated
as a differential game and solved using the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Isaacs equation [4]. However, the high dimensional state of
multi-player games can make this approach intractable. Mul-
tiple practical approaches to analyzing the multi-player game
have been considered including Voronoi tessellation [5], [6],
cyclic pursuit [7], and vehicle-routing formulation [8].
When a pursuer robot is tasked to defend a certain
area/target against the evader, the pursuit-evasion game
becomes the target-guarding problem, first introduced by
Isaacs [4]. In these games the evader/intruder tries to
reach the target without being intercepted, and the pur-
suer/defender’s goal is to either intercept the intruder or delay
its intrusion indefinitely [9]–[11]. In this paper we study
the multi-player version of the target-guarding problem, also
called reach-avoid games [12]–[14].
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In related work, the multi-player game has been approxi-
mated as the combination of two-player games [14]. All pair-
wise two-player games between agents can be solved using a
differential-game formulation using numerical tools, even in
the case of complex environment geometry. The authors then
propose a team defense strategy that assigns to each defender
one feasible intruder to capture. This assignment provides an
upper-bound on the intruder’s score, but the obtained defense
policy is potentially suboptimal because it can not consider
cooperative maneuvers for capture.
Our prior work extended the assignment strategy by in-
corporating a cooperative behavior absent from two-player
games: a pair of defenders employ a “pincer movement” to
pursue an intruder from both sides [15]. Although the defense
performance was improved, the policy required a solution to
the maximum-independent-set problem which is NP-hard.
This paper extends the decomposition method first intro-
duced in [15], and proposes a polynomial-time algorithm that
outperforms the existing defense policies. We also discuss
the optimality of the strategies by deriving a condition
under which the lower-bound provided by the intruder team
matches with the upper-bound provided by the defender
team. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to show
such optimality (equilibrium strategies) in a pursuit-evasion
game played between teams.
The two main contributions of this paper are (i) the
polynomial-time defense strategy that outperforms the ex-
isting ones; and (ii) the analysis that shows the optimality of
the proposed strategy, when the defenders have a numerical
advantage and the initial configuration satisfies a certain
condition. Our video (available at https://youtu.be/
6zUPkzh_iPU) illustrates the complexity of the problem
and the effectiveness of the strategy through multiple multi-
robot simulations.
Section II formulates the problem. Section III reviews
existing results that we use to build our method. Section IV
presents the decomposition method. Section VI proposes the
defense policy and analyzes its performance. Section VII
provides numerical results.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section formulates the reach-avoid game for robots
defending a perimeter. The target T ⊂ R2 is assumed to
be a convex region on a plane, and its perimeter is given by
an arc-length parameterized curve γ : [0, L) → ∂T , where
L denotes the perimeter length. We use s ∈ [0, L) to denote
the arc-length position on the curve.
A set of ND robot defenders D = {Di}NDi=1 are con-
strained to move on the perimeter. We assume that the
defender robots must stay on the perimeter of the enclosed
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compound. The position of the ith defender is described by
sDi or xDi = γ(sDi). The defender robot’s control input is
the signed speed; s˙Di = ωDi with the constraint |ωDi | ≤ v¯D.
A set of NA intruders A = {Aj}NAj=1 have first-order
dynamics in R2. The control inputs are the velocities; x˙Ai =
vAi with the constraint ‖vAi‖ ≤ v¯A. The ratio of the
maximum speeds is described by
ν =
v¯A
v¯D
∈ (0, 1], (1)
i.e., the defenders are at least as fast as the intruders. Also,
this paper focuses on the case NA < ND for conciseness.
An intruder is captured by a defender if their distance
becomes zero. In a microscopic view, Ai scores if it reaches
the target (xAi ∈ ∂T ) without being captured by the
defenders. In this work, we assume that the defender is
consumed/eliminated when it captures one intruder. This is
a reasonable assumption because [15] shows a method for
the intruders to ensure one defender can not make multiple
captures.
We assume perfect state-feedback information structure:
i.e., the state vector z = [sD1 .., sDND ,x
T
A1
..,xTANA
]T is
known to every player. The team strategies ΓD and ΓA are
mappings from the current states z to the control actions
ωD = [ωD1 .., ωDND ] and vA = [vA1 ..,vANA ] respectively.
Problem. Given an initial configuration of the game, z0,
what are the optimal team strategies Γ∗A and Γ
∗
D for the
differential game
min
ΓD
max
ΓA
Q(z0; ΓD,ΓA), (2)
and what is the outcome, Q∗(z0) = Q(z0; Γ∗D,Γ
∗
A)?
III. BACKGROUND
We examine two limiting cases from our prior work: single
defense against one intruder, and pair defense against one
intruder [15], [16]. We also review existing assignment-based
defense strategy for the multiplayer game [14], [15].
A. One v.s. One Game
Given the defender location sD, the game space can
be divided into intruder-winning region RA(sD) and the
defender-winning region RD(sD), and the surface that sep-
arates the two is called the barrier [16].
If the game starts in a configuration xA ∈ RA(sD), there
is a point on the perimeter that the intruder can reach before
the defender does. In the perimeter defense game, the barrier
for the one vs. one (1v1) game is a closed curve that starts
and ends at the defender position.
Property 1. The barrier consists of left and right barriers.
Starting from xA ∈ RD, the intruder cannot penetrate the
left (resp. right) barrier so long as the defender is moving
counter-clockwise (ccw) (resp. clockwise (cw)) [15], [16].
If the initial configuration is xA ∈ RD(sD), the defender
can move to keep the intruder inside of RD(sD). This
implies that the intruder cannot enter RA(sD) – therefore
cannot reach the perimeter – without being captured. The
(a) (b)
Left barrier
Right barrier
Fig. 1: Barriers in 1v1 game for a polygonal perimeter with ν = 0.7. The
intruder winning region RA(sD) is colored in red. (a) Initial configuration
with xA ∈ RD . (b) Both players moved optimally and the intruder stays
in the defender-winning region.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2: The intruder-winning region RC in the 2v1 game. (a) The intruder
starts in Rpair and aims for the midpoint, while the defender robots perform
the pincer maneuver. (b) The intruder eventually enters RD(Di).
construction of the barrier and the feedback strategies are
detailed in [15], [16], but only their existence is sufficient to
complete the analysis in this paper.
B. Two v.s. One Game
When we have two robot defenders, let Di and Dj be the
defender on the cw and the ccw side. For conciseness, we
denote RA(i) to mean RA(sDi). A naive extension of the
1v1 game will conclude that the intruder-winning region
against a pair of defenders is
RI(i, j) = RA(i) ∩RA(j). (3)
However, the intrusion strategy and the winning region are
now different because the intruder has to avoid both Di and
Dj simultaneously.
The actual intruder-winning region in the two vs. one
(2v1) game, which we denote by RC(i, j), is smaller than
RI(i, j). We use the subscript I for independent and C is
for cooperative. The boundary of RC(i, j) consists of a
combination of the left barrier of Di, a circle with the center
at the midpoint of the two defenders, and the right barrier
of Dj (see Fig. 2).
The difference withRI(i, j) is given by the paired-defense
region defined as:
Rpair(i, j) , RI(i, j)−RC(i, j). (4)
Property 2. If xA ∈ Rpair(i, j), and if the defenders use a
pincer maneuver [ωDi , ωDj ] = [1,−1], then xA ∈ RD(i)
or xA ∈ RD(j) occurs before the intruder reaches the
perimeter [15], [16].
If the game starts in the configuration xA ∈ RC , then
there exists a breaching point (the midpoint between the
two defenders) that the intruder can reach before the two
defenders.
C. Existing Assignment Strategies
For a given initial configuration {xAi}NAi=1 and {xDj}NDj=1,
the defender-winning regions can be used to determine a set
of intruders that each defender can potentially win against.
Maximum Matching [14]: Consider a bipartite graph
with D and A as two sets of nodes. We draw an edge
between Di and Aj if capture can be guaranteed: xAj ∈
RD(Di). Maximum-cardinality Matching (MM) refers to
finding a largest set of edges such that there is at most one
edge extending from each node. By performing MM on this
graph, we assign at most one intruder to each defender.
The cardinality of the matching, N capMM , tells us that at least
N capMM intruders will be captured. The upper bound on the
intruder score is then given by
QMM = NA −N capMM .
The MM assignment can be found in polynomial time
[14]. However, this method assumes that all defenders play
independent games and ignores the possibility of cooperative
2v1 defenses.
Maximum Independent Set: Our prior work extended
the above assignment method by incorporating the 2v1
games [15]. The bipartite graph is augmented with additional
nodes representing pairs of defenders. To avoid conflicting
assignments where a single defender is used in both 1v1
and 2v1 defense, an assignment method based on Maximum-
Independent-Set (MIS) formulation was proposed. The upper
bound from this method is denoted by QMIS, and we have
QMIS ≤ QMM. The downside of the MIS assignment strategy
is its computational complexity (NP-hard), which motivates
the derivation of a scalable defender team algorithm.
This paper proposes a polynomial-time algorithm with a
score bound QLG that satisfies QLG ≤ QMIS ≤ QMM. In
addition, while the above methods only provide upper bounds
on the score, this paper discusses the optimality of the team
strategy. This is done by also considering the lower bound
on the score guaranteed by the intruder team.
IV. LOCAL GAME DECOMPOSITION
We describe a method to partition the game space into
subregions where “local games” between nD defenders and
nA intruders are played. This decomposition leads directly
to an intruder team strategy and accompanying lower bound
on the intruder’s score.
A. Local Game Region
We call the intruder winning region RC(i, j) in the 2v1
game to be the local game region (LGR), and RI(i, j) to be
the Independent-LGR (I-LGR). These regions are generated
by an ordered pair Dpair = (Di, Dj), and we refer to Di
and Dj as the right- and left-boundary defender. In the
degenerate case i = j we set RI(i, i) = RC(i, i) = RA(i).
The total number of LGRs (or I-LGRs) is N2D, and we
(a) (b)
D1D2
D3
D4
A1
A2
D1D2
D3
D4
A1
A2
Fig. 3: (a) Boundaries of LGRs. The 7th regionR7C with D7pair = (D4, D3)
is highlighted. The 7th subteams are S7D = {D1, D2} and S7A = {A2}.
(b) Boundaries of I-LGRs. The 7th intruder subteam is Sˆ7A = {A1, A2}.
(a) (b)
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Fig. 4: (a) Local intrusion strategy (arrows) for the subteam corresponding
to the 21st LGR. The score is q21 = 3 − 3 = 0. (b) Optimal partitioning
G∗ = {10, 11} that guarantees the score QLG = q10 + q11 = 2.
use the superscripts k ∈ {1, ..., N2D} to enumerate them.
We also use Dkpair = (D
k
R, D
k
L) to denote the right- and
left-boundary defenders of kth LGR (or I-LGR). Note the
following properties that are straightforward to see:
Property 3. The boundary of an I-LGR consists of the left
barrier of DkR and the right barrier of D
k
L.
Property 4. The intersection of two I-LGRs is an I-LGR.
We define the kth defender sub-team, SkD, to be the subset
of defenders that are on the ccw segment from sDkR to
sDkL (not including the boundary defenders). The intruder
subteam, SkA (resp. SˆkA), is the set of intruders contained in
RkC (resp. RkI ). See Fig. 3 for an example.
We use nkD , |SkD|, nkA , |SkA|, and nˆkA , |SˆkA| to denote
the cardinality of the subteams. Since RkC ⊆ RkI , we have
the relation nkA ≤ nˆkA. Also note that the difference ∆nkA ,
nˆkA − nkA comes from the intruders inside Rkpair. We use the
LGRs to construct the intruder team strategy and the lower
bound on Q, whereas the I-LGRs will later be used in the
defender team strategy.
B. Local Intrusion Strategy
By playing a 2v1 game against the boundary defenders, any
intruder in RkC has a strategy to win against all defenders
except for those in SkD. In other words, the intruders can play
a local game that involves only SkD and no other defenders.
Lemma 1 (Local game score). Define qk , nkA − nkD to be
the local game score (LGS). If ∃ k such that qk > 0, then
the intruder team can score at least qk points.
Proof. If the nkA intruders in RkC all play the 2v1 game
against (approach near the midpoint of) the boundary de-
fenders Dkpair, then the defenders outside of this LGR cannot
reach those intruders. This implies that at most nkD intruders
are captured, since we assume that each defender can capture
at most one. Hence, the remaining qk intruders score.
Extending this idea to the entire team, the intruders can
partition A into disjoint sub-teams and play separate local
games. The optimal partitioning is discussed next.
C. Guaranteed Total Score
We consider a partitioning of the intruder team based on
LGRs. This approach is certainly not the only way to parti-
tion the team, but we later show in Sect. VI-C that it results
in an optimal intruder performance. Let G ⊂ {1, ..., N2D}
denote a set of disjoint LGRs: i.e., RkC ∩ RlC = ∅ for
k, l ∈ G. The set G gives us a way to partition the intruders
into |G| disjoint subteams.
Combining G with the local intrusion strategy guarantees
a lower bound Qlow on the overall score:
Qlow(G) ,
∑
k∈G
max{qk, 0}. (5)
An optimal G∗ is given by G∗ , arg maxGQlow(G), and
it gives the guaranteed total score:
QLG , Qlow(G∗) = max
G
(∑
k∈G
max{qk, 0}
)
. (6)
Values for QLG and G∗ can be obtained in O(N4D) time
by recognizing (6) as an instance of the maximum weight
independent set problem on a circular arc graph [15]. For
applications where it is critical to avoid any intrusion, it is
easy to test whether the intruders can guarantee a score of
at least one: QLG > 0⇔ ∃ qk > 0.
We let Γ∗A denote the intruder strategy corresponding to
the teaming into G∗ and then approaching the midpoint
between the boundary defenders of the associated LGR.
Theorem 1. The intruder team strategy Γ∗A guarantees that
the intruders score at least QLG defined in (6), i.e.,
Q(z0; ΓD,Γ
∗
A) ≥ QLG(z0), ∀ΓD ∈ UD. (7)
where UD is the set of all permissible defender strategies.
Proof. Lemma 1 and the discussion above.
Now the question is whether the defenders can prevent
the intruders from scoring any more than QLG – is it also an
upper bound? We address this question in Sec. VI.
V. EXTENDED ENGAGEMENT TYPES
We discuss two additional types of engagements that our
defense strategy in Sec. VI leverages: the implicit assignment
and the sequential paired defense. The distinct feature of
these engagements is the aspect of dynamically changing
assignments which the existing MM and MIS approaches
fail to capture.
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Fig. 5: The implicit assignment structure. (a) Initial configuration where
A1 has 2v1 assignment, and A2 is in the implicit assignment zone. (b) The
structure is resolved into two 1v1 assignments.
A. Implicit Assignment Structure
Definition 1. The implicit assignment structure is a two vs.
two engagement where the defender pair is assigned to one
intruder in Rpair(i, j), and the other intruder is in RD(i) ∩
RD(j), defined as the implicit assignment zone.
See Fig 5a for an example. First note that MM assignment
would ignore A1 since it is not capturable by any individual
defender. The MIS assignment chooses from assigning (i)
the pair to A1, or (ii) one defender to A2 (same as MM),
but cannot have both because one of the defenders will have
overlapping assignments. Importantly, the two choices are
equally good in the MIS analysis since they both guarantee
one capture. What MIS fails to see is that initially assigning
the pair to A1 is the optimal choice here, and in fact it leads
to the capture of both intruders:
Lemma 2. The implicit assignment structure turns into two
1v1 assignments before any intruder reaches the perimeter.
Proof. From the 2v1 assignment against A1, Di moves
ccw and Dj moves cw. Under this movement, A2 remains
in RD(i) ∩ RD(j) because it cannot penetrate Di’s left
barrier nor Dj’s right barrier (Prop. 1). Before they meet
at the midpoint, A1 will move into either RD(i) or RD(j)
(Prop. 2). Suppose without the loss of generality xA1 ∈
RD(i), then A2 will get 1v1 assignment to Dj .
We use the term “implicit” to highlight the fact that
no defender is “explicitly” assigned to A2. Nevertheless,
the greedy behavior against A1 guarantees the capture of
A2 as well. The second structure (i.e., a combination of
configuration and assignment) is defined next.
B. Sequential Paired Defense Structure
Definition 2. The sequential paired defense structure is
an n+ 1 vs. n engagement generated by n interrelated 2v1
games with overlapping defenders.
Fig. 6a shows the simplest example of such configuration.
Note that we are now considering an assignment that is
prohibited in the MIS formulation; defender Dj has two
2v1 games assigned to it. Also note that, by definition, each
defender pair can have at most one intruder assigned to it
(otherwise, it will not be n + 1 vs. n). The key concept to
analyze the success in this configuration is defined next:
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DiDj
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2v1
1v1
(a) (b)
Fig. 6: Sequential 2v1 structure with n = 2. (a) The defender Dj has two
2v1 assignments, and cw motion is required for both. (b) The structure is
resolved into two 1v1 assignments.
Definition 3. The overlapping 2v1 assignments are conflict-
ing if they require opposing (cw and ccw) direction of motion
from the defender.
For example, Dj in Fig. 6a has non-conflicting assign-
ments, because the two assignments both require cw motion.
Despite the overlap, it can behave optimally for both A1 and
A2, which leads to the resolved configuration in Fig. 6b.
We formally show in Sec. VI-B that the sequential paired
defense leads to the capture of all intruders if they are non-
conflicting.
C. Independent Local Game Score
Before we present our defense algorithm, we extend the
concept of LGS defined for LGRs in Lemma 1 to I-LGRs.
The independent local game score (I-LGS) is defined as
qˆk , nˆkA − nkD = qk + ∆nkA, (8)
where ∆nkA is the number of intruders in the paired defense
region Rkpair.
The local game score of qk = 0 was a critical number
in Sec. IV-C since it meant that any additional intruder in
the LGR will immediately lead to a positive intruder score
(Lemma 1). The I-LGS has another critical number: qˆk = 1.
Unlike qk = 1, this configuration does not immediately lead
to intruder score; suppose qk ≤ 0 and qˆk = 1, then one
intruder in Rkpair can be captured by the pincer maneuver of
the boundary defenders, and the rest may be captured by the
defender subteam SkD. What qˆk = 1 immediately tells us
is that the boundary defenders (DkR, D
k
L) need to perform a
pincer maneuver. Otherwise the intruder in Rkpair can enter
RkC to achieve qk > 0, which guarantees a score.
VI. THE LGR DEFENSE POLICY
This section present the LGR-defense policy and its perfor-
mance guarantees. Combined with the intruder team strategy
in Theorem 1, we will discuss the optimality of the strategy.
A. The LGR Defense Algorithm
The LGR defense strategy is presented in Algorithm 1. It is
continuously run throughout the game to update the defender
to intruder assignments that uniquely define each defender’s
direction of motion. As illustrated in Sec. V, the assignments
will dynamically change as the game evolves in time.
Algorithm 1 LGR Defense
1: Remove uncapturable intruders using Algorithm 2
2: for every time step do
3: Assign 2v1 defense using Algorithm 3
4: Assign 1v1 defense using Algorithm 4
5: Return: assignments (i.e., direction of motion)
First, Algorithm 2 removes/ignores intruders from the
game to consider a virtual game with QLG = 0. The purpose
is to ignore the intruders that cannot be captured, and make
sure all other intruders will be captured. This algorithm needs
to be run only once at the beginning of the game.
Algorithm 2 Removal of uncapturable intruders
1: Initialize: Armv = ∅, and i = 1
2: while QLG > 0 do
3: Qnew ← compute QLG without {Ai,Armv}
4: if Qnew < QLG then
5: Append Ai to Armv
6: QLG ← Qnew
7: i← i+ 1
8: Return: Armv
Then the cooperative 2v1 defense and the individual 1v1
defense are considered sequentially. In this paper, we restrict
ourselves to the case when qˆk ≤ 1, ∀ k after the removal of
uncapturable intruders. The assignment of cooperative 2v1
games is presented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Assign 2v1 Defense
1: Initialize: Aassgn = ∅, D2v1 = ∅, and D1v1 = D
2: while ∃ k s.t. qˆk = 1 do
3: m← argmaxk nkD for k s.t. qˆk = 1
4: Aj ← select one intruder in Rmpair
5: Append Aj to Aassgn, and m to D2v1
6: Remove DmR and D
m
L from D1v1
7: Recompute qˆk for all k with A \Aassgn
8: Return: D2v1, D1v1 and Aassgn
The I-LGRs with qˆ = 1 are visited sequentially from the
largest to the smallest in terms of the subteam size. In each
iteration, one intruder in Rpair is assigned to the boundary
defenders (line 5) regardless of whether the defenders al-
ready have other 2v1 assignments or not, which potentially
generates the sequential paired defense structure. The indices
saved in D2v1 is sufficient to know which defender should
perform a pincer movement with which pair. The already
assigned intruders are removed from the computation of qˆ
(line 8), and the while loop terminates when all the I-LGRs
have qˆ ≤ 0, which occurs in less than NA iterations. Since
the bottleneck in the while loop is the recalculation of qˆ’s
which is O(N2DNA), the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is
O(N2DN
2
A).
When assigning 1v1 games, Algorithm 4 accounts for the
implicit assignment structure. The implicit assignment is still
applicable to the pairs in sequential paired defense structure,
but with a restriction. Noting that each structure involves
n + 1 defenders and n intruders, we can only consider
Algorithm 4 Assign 1v1 Defense
1: Inputs: Aassgn, D2v1, and D1v1
2: A1v1 ← A \Aassgn
3: Initialize a bipartite graph with {D1v1,D2v1} and A1v1
4: for k in D2v1 do
5: if inequality in Eq. (9) is satisfied then
6: Draw edges to ∀Aj s.t. xAj ∈ RD(DkR) ∩RD(DkL)
7: for Di in D1v1 do
8: Draw edges to ∀Aj s.t. xAj ∈ RD(Di)
9: Solve maximum matching and save the edges for D1v1
10: Return: 1v1 assignments (edges for D1v1)
one additional “implicit” assignment, otherwise there will
be more intruders than the defenders. To guarantee capture,
it is necessary and sufficient for the additional intruder to be
in the implicit assignment zone of the outermost defender
pair (e.g., (Dk, Dj) in Fig. 6). In summary, a 2v1 defender
pair, Dkpair, can have an implicit assignment if D
k
R or D
k
L
are not used in any other 2v1 defense that is associated to a
larger I-LGR, i.e.,
nkD > n
m
D ,∀m ∈ D2v1 s.t.,Dmpair ∩Dkpair 6= ∅ (9)
The solution of the matching problem (line 9) only affects
the behavior of the defenders in the set D1v1, but not the
pairs in D2v1 because the assignments are only “implicit”
for them. This is why we only need the edges for D1v1. The
computational bottleneck in Algorithm 4 is the maximum
matching, which is known to have efficient polynomial time
algorithms [14]. Noting that |{D1v1,D2v1}| ≤ ND and
|A1v1| ≤ NA, the number of nodes in the bipartite graph
is at most ND +NA, which leads to O((NA +ND)w) time
with w < 2.5 [18].
An example of the assignments given by Algorithm 1 is
shown in Figure 7a simulation results. Notice that a defender
can have multiple 2v1 games assigned to it. Algorithm 3
generated the sequential paired defense structure involving
D1, D2, D3 and D4. After the 2v1 assignments, A4 and
A5 are left for 1v1 assignments. The pair (D1, D4) is
eligible for the implicit assignment, and only A5 is in the
implicit assignment zone. Therefore, the maximum matching
in Algorithm 4 selects A4 to be pursued by D5 and leaves
A5 to be implicitly assigned to (D1, D4). We will prove the
performance guarantees in the remaining sections.
B. Performance Guarantees
This section proves that the LGR defense in Algorithm 1
guarantees the overall score to be zero if the game starts in
a configuration with QLG(z0) = 0 and qˆk(z0) ≤ 1,∀ k. We
first provide instantaneous properties:
Lemma 3. If QLG(z) = 0 and qˆk(z) ≤ 1,∀ k, then no
intruder is unmarked: i.e., every intruder has either (i) 1v1
assignment, (ii) 2v1 assignment, or (iii) implicit assignment.
Proof. It suffices to show that, after Algorithm 3, the in-
truders without 2v1 assignment gets either 1v1 or implicit
assignment. We use Hall’s marriage theorem [17] to show
that the maximum matching in Algorithm 4 covers all the
intruders. For any subset W ⊆ A1v1, let N (W ) denote the
neighbor set: i.e., the subset of defenders that can capture
at least one in W . Hall’s theorem states that all intruders in
A1v1 are covered if |W | ≤ |N (W )| for all W ⊆ A1v1.
For |W | = 1, it is easy to see by contradiction that every
intruder has at least one edge: if an intruder has no edge,
then the smallest I-LGR that contains it will have qˆ ≥ 1,
which contradicts the termination of Algorithm 3.
Now, suppose the inequality is true for |W | = 1, .., n. We
will prove that the inequality is also true for |W | = n + 1:
If the bipartite graph can be separated into m connected
components involving intruder subsets w1, ..wm, then we
have |N (W )| = ∑mi |N (wi)| because the defender nodes
for each subset wi are disjoint. Since we have |N (wi)| ≥
|wi| from the supposition that the inequality is true for |wi| ≤
n, we obtain |N (W )| ≥ ∑mi |wi| = |W |. If the bipartite
graph is connected and |N (W )| ≤ n, there exists an I-LGR
whose defender subteam is N (W ) and the intruder subteam
is W . Then this region has the score qˆ ≥ (n+ 1)− n = 1.
Since this contradicts the termination of Algorithm 3, we
obtain |N (W )| ≥ n+ 1 = |W |.
With mathematical induction, we have shown that |W | ≤
|N (W )| for W ⊆ A1v1 with any size. Therefore, maximum
matching in Algorithm 4 covers all the intruders.
Lemma 4. If QLG(z) = 0 and qˆk(z) ≤ 1, ∀ k, then the
sequential paired defense structure generated by Algorithm 3
has no conflict (see Definition 3).
Proof. For Di to have conflicting 2v1 assignments, the
following condition is necessary: Di has two I-LGRs, l and
r with qˆl = qˆr = 1, where DlR = Di and D
r
L = Di. If Di
gets both assignments, then there is a conflict.
Consider RmI , RI(DrR, DlL), which contains both RlI
and RrI . The score satisfies qˆm ≥ (nlD + 1) + (nrD + 1) −
(nlD + n
r
D + 1) = 1. We also know QLG = 0 ⇒ qm = 0,
implying that Rmpair has at least one intruder to be assigned to
Dmpair. Since this assignment reduces one intruder from either
l or r, Di only needs to perform 2v1 defense for one of the
two: i.e., Di does not get both assignments.
The above results are used to study how the assignments
and scores evolve over time:
Lemma 5. If initially QLG(z0) = 0 and qˆk(z0) ≤ 1, ∀ k,
then the number of 2v1 assignments reduces over time, and
the conditions QLG(z) = 0 and qˆk(z) ≤ 1, ∀ k are preserved.
Proof. By Lemma 4, each defender pair performs optimally
against the assigned intruder. From Prop. 2, the intruder
currently in Rpair moves into the defender winning region of
one of the boundary defenders. Among all the 2v1 games,
consider the one that achieves this transition first. During the
transition, the intruder leaves an I-LGR that it was contained
in (reducing its I-LGS from 1 to 0), but it does not enter any
new I-LGR. Such transition guarantees that the scores qk
and qˆk are both non-increasing for all k (see Appendix for
more details). We now have one less 2v1 games. Since the
conditions for Lemma 4 are still true, similar transitions will
repeat until there is no more 2v1 assignments.
Theorem 2. If initially QLG(z0) = 0 and qˆk(z0) ≤ 1,∀ k,
then the LGR defense strategy (Algorithm 1) guarantees the
overall score to be zero.
Proof. Lemmas 2 and 5 show that the number of implicit as-
signments and 2v1 assignments reduces as the game evolves.
Since the conditions QLG = 0 and qˆ ≤ 1 are preserved
throughout the game (Lemma 5), we can invoke Lemma 3
to conclude that every intruder gets 1v1 assignment before it
reaches the perimeter. Therefore, no intruder can score.
C. Saddle-point equilibrium
This section addresses a general case when the intruder team
can guarantee non-zero score: QLG > 0. First, the following
lemma shows that exactly QLG intruders need to be removed
in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 6. If QLG(z0) > 0, then there exists a set of
QLG(z0) intruders whose removal generates a new game with
QLG = 0.
Proof. When QLG(z) > 0, one can show by contradiction
that there exists at least one intruder whose removal reduces
QLG by 1 (see Appendix for more details). After removing
this intruder, the same argument holds if QLG is still positive.
Repeating this process, the score reduces to zero after
removing QLG(z) intruders.
Following the proof of Lemma 6, we can find the set
Armv in Algorithm 2 by visiting every intruder and asking
whether it reduces QLG or not (Algorithm 2). Importantly, the
answer remains the same whether QLG is already reduced or
not. Therefore, each intruder needs to be visited only once;
Algorithm 2 terminates within less than NA iterations. Since
the bottleneck in the while loop is the computation of QLG
(line 3), the time complexity is O(NAN4D).
The main result is summarized in the following:
Theorem 3. If initially qˆk(z0) ≤ 1, ∀ k after removing
intruders found by Algorithm 2, then the LGR defense policy
Γ∗D guarantees
Q(z0; Γ
∗
D,ΓA) ≤ QLG(z0), ∀ΓA ∈ UA, (10)
where UA is the set of all permissible intruder strategies.
Proof. From Lemma 6, ignoring QLG(z0) intruders generates
a virtual game with QLG = 0. All intruders in this virtual
game are captured since the conditions for Theorem 2 are
satisfied. In the original game, at most QLG(z0) intruders
that are ignored by the defenders can possibly score.
Finally, the combination of the strategy Γ∗A from Theo-
rem 1 and Γ∗D from Theorem 3 gives us the following result:
Corollary 1. If qˆk(z0) ≤ 1, ∀ k after removing QLG(z0)
intruders found by Algorithm 2, then
Q(Γ∗D,ΓA) ≤ Q(Γ∗D,Γ∗A) ≤ Q(ΓD,Γ∗A), (11)
i.e., the strategy set (Γ∗D,Γ
∗
A) gives a saddle-point equilib-
rium, and the value of the game is Q∗(z0) = QLG(z0).
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Fig. 7: Simulation snapshots.
If the intruders stick to Γ∗A, then the defender team cannot
reduce the score by changing their strategy. Similarly, if the
defenders keep Γ∗D, then the intruders cannot increase the
score by changing their strategy.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Illustrative Example
Figure 7 shows snapshots from a six vs. five scenario (one
defender is out of the frame) with QLG = 0 and qˆk ≤ 1,∀ k.
Since there is no region with qk > 0, no team is formed
among the intruders, and each plays an individually-optimal
behavior against all the defender robots. Each snapshot
highlights the moment when the sequential paired defense
reduces into a smaller structure. From t = 0.050 s to 0.067 s,
the transition is caused by A3 moving into RD(D4). The
pair (D1, D2) has an implicit assignment to A5. At t = 80,
the implicit assignment structure is resolved, and now all
the intruders have 1v1 assignments that guarantee perfect
defense.
Note that the MM policy will treat A1 as uncapturable
and assign 1v1 defenses so that the other four defenders
will be captured, resulting to QMM = 1. The only way, in
this scenario, to guarantee capture of both A1 and A2 is for
D2 to perform two 2v1 defenses sequentially (with D3 and
then with D1), and the LGR defense algorithm achieves this
without any explicit look-ahead planning.
B. Statistical results
This section presents the difference between the expected
performance of MM-defense and LGR-defense, measured
by the upper bounds QMM and QLG. Since the scores are
greatly affected by the initial configuration, we compute the
average score from randomly generated initial configurations.
To study the effect of initial distance of the intruders to
the perimeter, we randomly select the azimuthal positions
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Fig. 8: Score statistics with varying initial intruder distance, for uniformly
(solid line) and randomly (dashed line) placed defenders. (a) Score upper-
bound QLG. The lines indicate the mean, and the shaded area is the envelope
containing min and max. (b) Suboptimality of the upper-bound QMM .
of the intruders for each distance. We test two cases for the
defenders’ initial configuration: (i) uniformly spaced, and (ii)
randomly placed on the perimeter.
Figure 8a shows how the scores change as a function of
the initial distance. The parameters are: ND = 40, NA = 39,
ν = 1, and 10,000 initial configurations are tested for each
distance. The scores monotonically decrease as the intruders’
starting distance increases and eventually converge to zero
(not shown for clarity). These values represent upper bounds
on the number of intrusions which LGR policy can certify
at the beginning of a game, and so might also be used to
inform higher level coalition forming algorithms as in [19].
Figure 8b shows the suboptimality of the bound QMM
provided by the MM policy. The difference satisfies QMM−
QLG ≥ 0 because the LGR defense always performs at
least as good as the MM policy. The difference is small
at short distance because almost all intruders can trivially
score. The difference increases with more opportunities for
the cooperative 2v1 defenses, and it reduces again at larger
distance since the easier configuration allows the MM to
perform near optimal: i.e., defenders do not need to employ
cooperative strategy to capture intruders.
The shaded envelope containing the maximum difference
highlights the benefit of using the LGR defense policy.
Consider, for example, the situation in which the intruders
are detected at the distance 0.1 units from the perimeter, and
suppose they can select the initial azimuthal positions. If the
intruders select a formation possibly with the knowledge that
the defenders employ MM strategy, the gap in the score can
be as large as QMM −QLG ≈ 15, which is significant given
the score QLG ≈ 20± 7 at this distance.
The statistical results on the computation time are provided
in Appendix.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a cooperative defense strategy for a
variant of the multi-player reach-avoid game. The proposed
LGR defense policy runs in polynomial time and outperforms
the existing assignment-based policy. In fact, LGR defense
performs optimally under certain conditions, where the per-
formance is measured by the number of intruders that reaches
the target. The improved performance compared to the
maximum-matching formulation is due to the incorporation
of cooperative defense, in which a pair of defenders pursue
an intruder from both sides. The low computational complex-
ity compared to a maximum-independent-set formulation is
achieved by the proposed decomposition method into local
games.
There are various aspects to be addressed in the future
work, including the extension to three dimensions, envi-
ronments with obstacles, distributed algorithm with relaxed
assumptions on the information structure (e.g., local sensing
and communication), and cooperative defense with hetero-
geneous teams.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 5
From Lemma 4, there are no conflicting 2v1 assignments.
Therefore, looking at each 2v1 game separately, the defender
pair performs optimally against the assigned intruder. Re-
calling the 2v1 analysis, the intruder in Rpair will eventually
move into the defender winning region of either of the two
boundary defenders (Prop. 2). Consider the first transition
that occurs among all 2v1 games,1 and let k1 be the index
of the associated I-LGR. Clearly, qˆk1 changes from 1 to 0
with this transition.
Let us examine how qˆ changes for other I-LGRs. Observe
that the transition occurred by the intruder leaving Rk1I (see
Fig. 2). Also observe that any I-LGR that contains this in-
truder immediately after the transition had already contained
it before the transition. From the above two observations, it
is clear that qˆk is non-increasing for all k.
Let us also examine if qk can possibly become positive
for any k with the transition. For any qk = 0 to increase
to a positive number, either of the following two needs to
occur: (i) an intruder inside RkI enters RkC , or (ii) an intruder
outside RkI enters RkC . The first case is equivalent to an
intruder moving from Rkpair to RkC , where qˆk = 1. This
cannot occur due to Proposition 2. The second case entails
an intruder to enter RkI because of the relation RkC ⊂ RkI .
However, this cannot occur either from the discussion in the
previous paragraph. Therefore, qk ≤ 0,∀ k ⇔ QLG = 0 will
be preserved with the transition.
We have shown that there are one less I-LGR with qˆ = 1,
implying that there are one less 2v1 assignments, and the
condition QLG = 0 is still true after the transition. Since the
conditions for no conflict (Lemma 4) are still true, the next
transition that reduces the number of 2v1 games eventually
occurs. By repeating this process, we see that the number
of 2v1 assignments monotonically decreases as the game
progresses.
B. Proof of Lemma 6
We show by contradiction that there exists at least one
intruder whose removal reduces QLG by one, when QLG > 0.
The contradiction will be derived by supposing that there is
no such intruder, and showing that it leads to the existence
of G with Qlow(G) > QLG, which contradicts the optimality
of QLG in (6).
Suppose there is no intruder whose removal reduces QLG.
Then there exists at least two sets G∗1 and G
∗
2 that gives
the optimal score Qlow(G∗1) = Qlow(G
∗
2) = QLG, with the
constraint SkA ∩ SlA = ∅ for k ∈ G∗1 and l ∈ G∗2, i.e., no
common intruders. The two sets do not share any intruder
because if they did, then the removal of the common intruder
will reduce both Qlow(G∗1) and Qlow(G
∗
2).
Now, take k ∈ G∗1 with qk > 0 and consider merging it
to G∗2. If RkC ∩ RlC = ∅ for ∀ l ∈ G∗2, then G3 = {k,G∗2}
is a valid disjoint set and it has Qlow(G3) > Qlow(G∗2),
1The case in which multiple transitions occur simultaneously can also be
treated similarly.
which contradicts the optimality of G∗2. If k intersects with
l ∈ G∗2, then let m be the smallest LGR that contains both k
and l. Since the regions intersect, we have nmD < n
k
D + n
l
D.
However, since they share no intruders, we have nmA ≥ nkA+
nlA. Therefore, qm = n
m
A − nmD > nkA + nlA − nkD − nlD =
qk + ql, which again contradicts the optimality of G∗2. The
case when k intersects with multiple LGRs in G∗2 can be
treated similarly.
After removing one intruder, the same argument still holds
if QLG is positive. Repeating this process, the score QLG
reduces to zero after removing n intruders. Also, observe
that the order of the removal does not affect the result.
C. Computation Time
Figure 9 shows how the scores and the computation time
change with the number of intruders, NA. The number of
defenders are ND = NA + 1. For each NA, we tested 100
configurations. The configurations are generated similarly to
Sec. VII, where the initial distance is set to be one half of
the defender spacing: i.e., rA = piND .
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<latexit sha1_base64="qjKZDF2wvAOqiyysObiMquAcoqY="> AAAOWnicrVdfb9s2EFe7f226Zu22t70ICwJ0QxLEbobtsUENdAWSLU2TdoDlGBRFyUwkkiUpxx6hj7DX7bMN2IfZUSJlK87SYJuBBN Tvfne8Ox6PZCxyqvTu7p937n7w4Ucff3Lv/tqDTx+uf/bo8edvFC8lJqeY51z+EiNFcsrIqaY6J78ISVAR5+RtfPHcyt9OiVSUsxM9 F2RUoIzRlGKkAXq9F22OH23s7uzWv3B10HODjcD9jsaPH+5HCcdlQZjGOVJq2NsVemSQ1BTnpFqLSkUEwhcoI0MYMlQQNTK1r1W4CUg SplzCH9NhjS5rGFQoNS9iYBZIT9RVmQWvkw1Lnf4wMpSJUhOGm4nSMg81D23gYUIlwTqfwwBhScHXEE+QRFhDetbW1qKEpFGsTBTzP LEe8LxqwCI1kZ0vTj0QOyD2AG4AjKzOgEBaJDkE4GdBJNJcfmsiJLMCzSpIUxZt2dFNRMo8EUbON0QzxiUBgoYFHkeazLSRxbRyTiTn imhjvX3RQpZZQ4MWinnJEiTnDnZ2BKLSU1Crte8hVcYOxOZ1VYVhuBkCtm1Bp3RJmcQ14dgbPQBHHDGDIgglyaDolvnUK7x8D7G1/P xmoqftWxplWpYJkSFIGGXZKr07//v5XTdu5CfL7gxuR2/dGZzdwqFUEuKWySXcIu2SXSAhkInUOwlVUX94UQ71m5NUD923hG9Js4ke eYJoCE88QTjCNw6gbIpLOYXphd32KA+t4y+rhbjx1HRgDSVdlyg2Jx7jQnBFdR1IODsz8K20F8KmoAWBDWoOxthXp12EOtp9iVsimvM 0rS0feawUoF5Xu3k13j9rdEohV+WHh8Awh4fVKinnl6tGAPTyCcpTTCX0PfP8mq0kUUJL6ClywtsA6pUW1tfw+BqVCV6kDgh+TjuJp 7CywEjoEprBTwsCEu0eV4KQBDoZkmZqi89lrgvvO/gVURqCW2xZBxdFi0JqvOlfOSPdXW4RL47LNCWyK28wz4CGxjEuBbWeLNNsp/N TQ923cy8lG8OJIXle1/z0CgjWeEEy1EXrjmib+gtUFG39o6SgSlE4I2tTpx6fcdE00Jl3CgAvnHrh9BphQRPBrdd1FbcRJa1ljVjuTZ uTrXxZIJcEbZ7c9rK+Z8u+Az8jrImq3USqNq/cvPCxdbAskh3RcZsGzJXbSnbYlnymoA9NkDbvANoMMwKJ1XIOzSeHoyH5F/41M8G/ M7Pdu1W2lRWqa3BIaosvJfjG1ZlZpf9tZWbI2fIbKKFmMKbtKQwf595bEKmxAUbrP8hr5Py/rR2Pz+E2Q2EJjjx5YFspsAdnPgGLSe u7jzu9nbk2A8p2+q5s4UHd9bvC1gcFJ5IqZYowuW6Tpek1QmcDhG1HoUr8MxGknnhcx9fpGYsQj9sgQHjgwYX3gB4vJtTQAiWFRpX4H oXa5aUF3Lsx1cYPQrjiwtXLXnd94ORdCV9w7JnFMLRNHK62QCBMEX/IsEYbut1iuOCs7i64EUP4LIHLLSOX7sNElxLa+7A/cgf3Rs8 d2GOz0beeL3NLRvWU4IZu93FTxFDFoAaPgbmacAlnseSXq8rgRqvrav8WWsiegCyDq7lVVLfSUSSrc2o1IKCtjf7IJqSr1lXpyqphbz R8ap8e9eUbPDeba3A1jSYxn0EkZU6GsNoFmQkZ2deGHbN+v15y+93f3ukLbUNGsxG4XJmdPds1GivFBZFse68onT37ngAlOC4MvHrm lSkqw6qoeSqYPehrVyM8qcwZ+FZra8rmkUptTwQaPLp6V59Yq4M3/Z3e053vXu1tPHvinl/3gq+Cr4MnQS/4PngW/BgcBacBDrLgt+ D34I+Hf63fXb+//qCh3r3jdL4IOr/1L/8GqBtr2A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QA1cs+Si+9kb2iLaJdqTGNtVPvo="> AAAOWnicrVdtb9s2EFa7tzZds3bbt30RFgTohiSI3ezlY4MG6AokW5ombQHLMSiKkplIpEJSjj1CP2Fft982YD9mR4mkrThLg20GEl DPPXe8Ox6PZFzmVKrt7T/v3P3gw48+/uTe/ZUHnz5c/ezR48/fSF4JTE4wz7l4FyNJcsrIiaIqJ+9KQVAR5+RtfP7cyN9OiJCUs2M1 K8mwQBmjKcVIAfT6+2h99Ghte2u7+YXLg54drAX2dzh6/HA3SjiuCsIUzpGUg952qYYaCUVxTuqVqJKkRPgcZWQAQ4YKIoe68bUO1wF JwpQL+GMqbNBFDY0KKWdFDMwCqbG8KjPgdbJBpdIfh5qyslKE4XaitMpDxUMTeJhQQbDKZzBAWFDwNcRjJBBWkJ6VlZUoIWkUSx3FP E+MBzyvW7BIdWTmi1MHxBaIHYBbACOjs0cgLYIcAPBLSQRSXHyrIySyAk1rSFMWbZjRTUTKHBFG1jdEM8YFAYKCBR5FikyVFsWktk4k Z5Iobbx94SHDbKA9D8W8YgkSMwtbOyWiwlGQ19p1kKxiC2L9uq7DMFwPAds0oFW6pEzghnDkjO6DI5aYQRGEgmRQdIt86hRevofoLT +/mehou4ZGmRJVQkQIEkZZtkzvzv9+fteNG/nJojt7t6N7d/ZOb+FQKgixy2QTbhC/ZOeoLJGO5IWAqmg+nCiH+s1Jqgb2W8C3oNlY DR2hbAlPHKG0hG8sQNkEV2IC05dm26M8NI6/rOfi1lPdgRWUdFOiWB87jJcll1Q1gYTTUw3fUjkhbApaENigen+EXXWaRWii3RXYE9G Mp2lj+dBhVQnqTbXrV6Pd01anKsWy/OAAGPrgoF4m5fxy2QiATj5GeYqpgL6nn1+zlQRKaAU9RYy5D6BZ6dL4Gh5dozLG89QBwc1pJ nEUVhUYlaqCZvDznIBKv8dlSUgCnQwJPTHFZzPXhXct/IpIBcHNt6yFi8KjkBpn+lfOSHeXG8SJ4ypNiejKW8wxoKFxjKuSGk8Waab Tuamh7v3cC8nGcGIInjc1P7kCgjVekAx10aYjmqb+AhWFr3+UFFRKCmdkY+rE4VNetg106pwCwAknTji5RljQpOTG66aKfUSJt6wQy5 1pfbyRLwrEgsDnyW4v43u26DvwM8LaqPwmko15aeeFj439RZHoiI58GjCXdiuZoS/5TEIfGiOlLwBaDzMCiVViBs0nh6Mh+Rf+tTPB v1O92btVtqURymtwSKrHFxJ84+pMjdL/tjJTZG25DZRQvTei/hSGjzPnLYjkSAPD+w/yBjn7b2vH4zO4zVBYgkNH3jOtFNh7py4B80 mbu489va05nwFpOn1XNveg6fpdofdBwokkK5EiTK7bZGl6jdDaAKHvKFSW/0wEqSMeNfF1esY8xCMfBAj3HTj3HtCj+YQKWqCg0KgS1 6OQX15awL0bU6XdIIQrLly9zHXXBU4uKviCY0/Ph6Fp4nC1BQJhkrhDhrXa0O3mwzlneXfBjRjCZwlcbhm5tB86uhTQ3gf9oT2413r 2wB7ptb7xfJFbMaomBLd0s4/bIoYqBjV4DMzkmAs4iwW/XFYGN7yurf1baCFzArIMruZGUd5KR5KsyanRgIA21vpDk5CuWlelK6sHve HgqXl6NJdv8Fyvr8DVNBrHfAqRVDkZwGoXZFqKyLw2zJj1+82Sm+/+5la/VCZkNB2Cy7Xe2jFdo7VSnBPBNneKytoz7wlQguNCw6tn Vuui1qyO2qeC3oG+djXC41qfgm+NtqJsFsnU9ESgwaOrd/WJtTx409/qPd367tXO2rMn9vl1L/gq+Dp4EvSCH4JnwU/BYXAS4CALfg t+D/54+Nfq3dX7qw9a6t07VueLoPNb/fJvxAdr2g==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DJBJuYu4kPWQ66IR21ZPKZBir6Q="> AAAOW3icrVdfb9s2EFfX/emyNms37GkvwoIA3ZAEsZv9eWxQA12BZEuzpC1gOQZFUTITiWRJyrFH6Cvsdftqe9h32VEiZSvO0mCbgQ TU7353vDsej2Qscqr07u6fd967+/4HH3507+O1T+4/WP/04aPPXileSkxOMc+5fBMjRXLKyKmmOidvhCSoiHPyOr54ZuWvp0QqytmJ ngsyKlDGaEox0hbqfRdtjh9u7O7s1r9wddBzg43A/Y7Gjx7sRwnHZUGYxjlSatjbFXpkkNQU56Rai0pFBMIXKCNDGDJUEDUytbNVuAl IEqZcwh/TYY0uaxhUKDUvYmAWSE/UVZkFr5MNS53+MDKUiVIThpuJ0jIPNQ9t5GFCJcE6n8MAYUnB1xBPkERYQ37W1taihKRRrEwU8 zyxHvC8asAiNZGdL049EDsg9gBuAIyszoBAWiQ5BOBnQSTSXH5jIiSzAs0qSFMWbdnRTUTKPBFGzjdEM8YlAYKGFR5Hmsy0kcW0ck4k 54poY7193kKWWUODFop5yRIk5w52dgSi0lNQq7XvIVXGDsTml6oKw3AzBGzbgk7pkjKJa8KxN3oAjjhiBkUQSpJB1S3zqVd48Q5ia/ nZzURP27c0yrQsEyJDkDDKslV6d/5387tu3MhPlt0Z3I7eujM4u4VDqSTELZNLuEXaJbtAQiATqbcSqqL+8KIc6jcnqR66bwnfkmYT PfIE0RAee4JwhK8dQNkUl3IK0wu77VEeWsdfVAtx46npwBpKui5RbE48xoXgiuo6kHB2ZuBbaS+ETUELAhvUHIyxr067CHW0+xK3RDT naVpbPvJYKUC9rnbzcrx/1uiUQq7KDw+BYQ4Pq1VSzi9XjQDo5ROUp5hK6Hvm2TVbSaKEltBT5IS3AdQrLayv4fE1KhO8SB0Q/Jx2E k9hZYGR0CU0g58WBCTaPa4EIQl0MiTN1Bafy1wX3nfwS6I0BLfYsg4uihaF1HjTv3JGurvcIl4cl2lKZFfeYJ4BDY1jXApqPVmm2U7 np4a6b+deSjaGE0PyvK756RUQrPGCZKiL1h3RNvXnqCja+kdJQZWicEjWpk49PuOiaaAz7xQAXjj1wuk1woImgluv6ypuI0payxqx3J s2J1v5skAuCdo8ue1lfc+WfQd+RlgTVbuJVG1euXnhY+tgWSQ7ouM2DZgrt5XssC35TEEfmiBt3gK0GWYEEqvlHJpPDkdD8i/8a2aC f2dmu3erbCsrVNfgkNQWX0rwjaszs0r/28rMkLPlN1BCzWBM21MYPs69tyBSYwOM1n+Q18j5f1s7Hp/DbYbCEhx58sC2UmAPznwCFp PWdx93ejtzbQaU7fRd2cKDuut3ha0PCk4kVcoUYXLdJkvTa4TOBgjbjkKV+GciSD3xuI6v0zMWIR63QYDwwIML7wE9XkyooQVKCo0q8 T0KtctLC7h4Y6qNH4RwxYWrl73u+sDJ2xK+4Ngzi2FomzhcbYFAmCL+kGGNNnS7xXDBWd1dcCOG8FkCl1tGLt2HiS4ltPdhf+QO7o2 eO7DHZqNvPV/mlozqKcEN3e7jpoihikENXgNzNeESzmLJL1eVwY1W19X+LbSQPQFZBldzq6hupaNIVufUakBAWxv9kU1IV62r0pVVw9 5o+MQ+PerLN3huNtfgahpNYj6DSMqcDGG1CzITMrKvDTtm/X695Pa7v73TF9qGjGYjcLkyO3u2azRWigsi2fZeUTp79j0BSnBcGHj1 zCtTVIZVUfNUMHvQ165GeFKZM/Ct1taUzSOV2p4INHh09a4+sVYHr/o7vSc7377c23j62D2/7gVfBl8Fj4Ne8H3wNPgxOApOAxxMgt +C34M/Hvy1fnd9bf1+Q33vjtP5POj81r/4G6HTbBU=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0W7WTCr4YZwMp5xriWRoCsDvko8="> AAAOWnicrVdfb9s2EFe7f226Zu22t70ICwJ0QxLEbobtsUEDdAWSLU2TdoDlGBRFyUwkUiUpxx6hj7DX7bMN2IfZUSJpK/bSYJuBBN Tvfne8Ox6PZFzmVKrd3T/v3P3gw48+/uTe/bUHnz5c/+zR48/fSF4JTM4wz7n4JUaS5JSRM0VVTn4pBUFFnJO38eVzI387IUJSzk7V rCTDAmWMphQjBdDrp9Hm6NHG7s5u8wuXBz072Ajs73j0+OF+lHBcFYQpnCMpB73dUg01EorinNRrUSVJifAlysgAhgwVRA5142sdbgK ShCkX8MdU2KCLGhoVUs6KGJgFUmN5XWbAVbJBpdIfhpqyslKE4XaitMpDxUMTeJhQQbDKZzBAWFDwNcRjJBBWkJ61tbUoIWkUSx3FP E+MBzyvW7BIdWTmi1MHxBaIHYBbACOjc0AgLYIcAfBzSQRSXHyrIySyAk1rSFMWbZnRTUTKHBFG1jdEM8YFAYKCBR5FikyVFsWktk4k F5Iobbx94SHDbKADD8W8YgkSMwtbOyWiwlGQ19p3kKxiC2L9uq7DMNwMAds2oFW6okzghnDijB6CI5aYQRGEgmRQdIt86hRevofoLT +/meho+4ZGmRJVQkQIEkZZtkzvzv9+fteNG/nJojsHt6N7dw7Ob+FQKgixy2QTbhC/ZJeoLJGO5DsBVdF8OFEO9ZuTVA3st4BvQbOx GjpC2RKeOEJpCd9YgLIJrsQEpi/Ntkd5aBx/Wc/Frae6Ayso6aZEsT51GC9LLqlqAgmn5xq+pXJC2BS0ILBB9eEIu+o0i9BEuy+wJ6I ZT9PG8rHDqhLUm2rXr0b7561OVYpl+dERMPTRUb1MyvnVshEAnXyM8hRTAX1PP1+xlQRKaAU9RYy5D6BZ6dL4Gp6sUBnjeeqA4OY0k zgKqwqMSlVBM/hpTkCl3+OyJCSBToaEnpjis5nrwvsWfkWkguDmW9bCReFRSI0z/StnpLvLDeLEcZWmRHTlLeYY0NA4xlVJjSeLNNP p3NRQ937uhWRjODEEz5uan1wDwRovSIa6aNMRTVN/gYrC1z9KCiolhTOyMXXm8Ckv2wY6dU4B4IQTJ5ysEBY0KbnxuqliH1HiLSvEcm dan27liwKxIPB5stvL+J4t+g78jLA2Kr+JZGNe2nnhY+twUSQ6ohOfBsyl3Upm6Es+k9CHxkjpdwBthhmBxCoxg+aTw9GQ/Av/2png 37ne7t0q29II5QockurxhQTfuDpTo/S/rcwUWVtuAyVUH4yoP4Xh48J5CyI50sDw/oO8QS7+29rx+AJuMxSW4NiRD0wrBfbBuUvAfN Lm7mNPb2vOZ0CaTt+VzT1oun5X6H2QcCLJSqQIk1WbLE1XCK0NEPqOQmX5z0SQOuJJE1+nZ8xDPPFBgPDQgXPvAT2ZT6igBQoKjSpxP Qr55aUF3LsxVdoNQrjiwtXLXHdd4ORdBV9w7On5MDRNHK62QCBMEnfIsFYbut18OOcs7y64EUP4LIHLLSNX9kNHVwLa+6A/tAf3Rs8 e2CO90TeeL3IrRtWE4JZu9nFbxFDFoAaPgZkccwFnseBXy8rghte1tX8LLWROQJbB1dwoylvpSJI1OTUaENDWRn9oEtJV66p0ZfWgNx w8NU+P5vINnuvNNbiaRuOYTyGSKicDWO2CTEsRmdeGGbN+v1ly893f3umXyoSMpkNwudY7e6ZrtFaKSyLY9l5RWXvmPQFKcFxoePXM al3UmtVR+1TQe9DXrkd4Wutz8K3RVpTNIpmangg0eHT1rj+xlgdv+ju9pzvfvdrbePbEPr/uBV8FXwdPgl7wffAs+DE4Ds4CHGTBb8 HvwR8P/1q/u35//UFLvXvH6nwRdH7rX/4NmiVr1w==</latexit>
Fig. 9: Top figure shows the score bounds provided by three different
policies. The accompanied percentages indicate the fraction of trials in
which QMIS > QLG. The bottom figure shows the computation time in
log scale. The trend lines that scale with N2A and N
5
A are shown in green.
The top figure shows that the MM policy suffers from sub-
optimal capture guarantees. While the MIS policy frequently
provides the optimal score QLG, it still cannot always provide
this bound as shown by the fraction of trials in which the
score was QMIS > QLG.
The bottom figure shows the computation time for the
algorithms implemented in MATLAB, run on a laptop with
a Core i7-7820HQ processor with 16 GB of memory.
The LGR-defense policy is considered into two parts: the
removal of uncapturable intruders (Algorithm 2) which needs
to be run only once at the beginning of the game, and
the assignments (Algorithms 3 and 4) that needs to be run
continuously throughout the game. In Sec. VI-C, we showed
that Algorithm 2 has the complexity O(NAN4D), which is
equivalent to O(N5A) in this experiment. The comparison of
the purple data points “LGR (Removal)” with the trend line
∼ N5A validates the above theoretical bound.
We showed in Sec. VI that Algorithms 3 and 4 have
complexities O(N2DN
2
A) and O((NA + ND)
2.5), equivalent
to O(N4A) and O(N
2.5
A ) in this example. The comparison
of the blue data points “LGR (Assignments)” with the trend
line ∼ N2A shows that the empirical growth in computation
time is sub-quadratic.
The MM policy that has the bound O(N2.5A ) also shows
sub-quadratic complexity. The MIS policy performs exhaus-
tive search for the maximum independent set. It is clear
that the computation time is super-polynomial. The result
is shown only up to NA = 25, since for NA ≥ 30 there
were examples where the search could not be completed.
This statistical result supports our claim that the LGR
defense policy outperforms MM and MIS policy while
maintaining scalability (i.e., polynomial time algorithm).
